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Abstract: The durability of a platinum catalyst in a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell is studied
at various operating conditions with respect to the different electric potential difference (called
voltage) applied in accelerated stress tests. The electrochemical reactions of Pt ion dissolution and Pt
oxide coverage of the catalyst lead to the degradation of platinum described by a one-dimensional
Holby–Morgan model. The theoretical study of the underlying reaction–diffusion system with the
nonlinear reactions is presented by numerical simulations which allow to predict a lifetime of the
catalyst under applied voltage cycling. The computer simulation investigates how the Pt mass loss
depends on the voltage slope and the upper potential level in cycles.

Keywords: polymer-electrolyte fuel cell; membrane degradation; platinum surface blockage; plat-
inum dissolution; voltage cycling; accelerated stress test; nonlinear reaction–diffusion system; Butler–
Volmer reaction rate
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1. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are extensively applied as power
sources for various portable devices and vehicles. For effectiveness and high durability
of commercial PEMFC, this task challenges the study of degradation of catalyst materials
using the valuable platinum metal, see [1–3]. The mathematical modeling supported
by numerical simulations is well reasoned for better understanding mechanisms, which
cause the electrochemical degradation on the Pt surface. In the last decades, numerous
publications have been devoted to development of diffusion models of Pt degradation
in a catalyst layer (CL) within fuel cells, for which we refer to [2,4,5] and other works.
For other mathematical approaches, we cite [6–12] for modeling nonlinear diffusion in
multi-phase media with interface reactions by Poisson–Nernst–Planck equations and [13]
for the mechanical degradation due to fracture.

In our study, we apply the degradation model of PEM due to Holby and Morgan [14].
The catalyst layer is assumed to be filled with Pt nanoparticles placed on a carbon support
bound with the perfluorinated sulfonated ionomer, and the membrane is made from the
same ionomer. The model is based on the platinum ion (Pt2+) dissolution and the platinum
oxide (PtO) coverage of the catalyst layer according to the following two electrochemical
reactions:

Pt(s) ←→ Pt2+
(aq) + 2e−, (1)

Pt(s) + H2O(aq) ←→ PtO(s) + 2H+
(aq) + 2e−. (2)
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Taking into account Gibbs–Thomson’s effect, the equations of the degradation reactions (1)
and (2) are described by the Butler–Volmer reaction rate that is of exponential type. The Pt
dissolution and oxidation take into account diffusion of building Pt ions into the ionomer
membrane in the direction across CL, since degradation would be impossible without the
diffusion.

In our previous work [15], the two degradation phenomena were investigated theoreti-
cally and numerically for different cycling profiles of the electric potential difference (called
voltage) of triangle, hat, and square shapes according to the three industrial protocols. In
the current paper, we continue the investigation of voltage cycles applied in accelerated
stress tests in order to predict the lifetime of Pt catalyst. Namely, numerical simulations
show in details the platinum mass loss on different time scales when varying the voltage
slope and upper potential level.

The paper is organized as follows. In the section “Materials and Methods”, we
introduce geometrical, physical, and chemical properties of the catalyst layer and the
ionomer membrane, which are used for the mathematical and numerical methods. The
mathematical model is given by a coupled system of nonlinear reaction–diffusion equations
for three unknown variables: the Pt2+ concentration, the Pt particle diameter, and the PtO
coverage ratio. The section “Results and Discussion” presents numerical simulations of
the underlying model using a second-order implicit–explicit scheme, and “Conclusion”
summarizes the main findings of our study.

2. Materials and Methods

The developed degradation model is one-dimensional and based on the following
assumptions: the model consist of two layers, catalyst and membrane, in PEMFC; the
two degradation mechanisms are considered, namely, Pt dissolution and diffusion into
ionomer, and formation of platinum oxides on Pt particles surface; the Pt particles are
fully surrounded by ionomer on the carbon support; platinum ions diffuse through the
inonomer, and the diffusion into gas diffusion layer is impossible.

For time t ≥ 0, the space variable x ∈ [0, L] describes a semi-infinite cathode catalyst
layer of the thickness L = 1× 10−3 (cm), such that its left end-point x = 0 meets the gas
diffusion layer (GDL), and the right end-point x = L confirms the interface with PEM. The
corresponding model of degradation is sketched in Figure 1.
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PtPtPtPtPtPtPt
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Figure 1. The degradation model.

Let Pt particles be given by spheres of the diameter dPt = 3× 10−7 (cm) and volume
VPt = 4/3π(dPt/2)3 ≈ 1.5× 10−20 (cm3). We assume that the nanoparticles are posed on a
carbon support with the density ρPt = 21.45 (g/cm3) and loading pPt = 4× 10−4 (g/cm2),
and the volume fraction of ionomer increment in cathode ε = 0.2. For the parameters, Pt
volume fraction across CL can be estimated as εPt = (pPt/ρPt)/L ≈ 2%, and Pt number
concentration in CL as NPt = εPt/VPt ≈ 1.32× 1018 (1/cm3).

For physical parameters, there are the gas constant R = 8.31445985 (J/mol/K), Faraday
constant F = 96485.3329 (C/mol), the temperature T = 353.15 (K) that is 80 ◦C, taken
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from [15] and given in Table 1 for Pt2+ formation and diffusion, and in Table 2 for PtO
formation. In the theoretical model, we have some fitting parameters taken from the
literature and used for simulation.

Table 1. Parameters for Pt ion formation and diffusion.

Symbol Value Units Description

ν1 1× 104 Hz Dissolution attempt frequency
ν2 8× 105 Hz Backward dissolution rate factor

β1 0.5 Butler–Volmer transfer coefficient for Pt
dissolution

n 2 Electrons transferred during Pt dissolution
Ueq 1.18 V Pt dissolution bulk equilibrium voltage
Ω 9.09 cm3/mol Molar volume of Pt
γ 2.4× 10−4 J/cm2 Pt [1 1 1] surface tension

cref 1 mol/cm3 Reference Pt ion concentration
H1,fit 4× 104 J/mol Fit Pt dissolution activation enthalpy
DPt 1× 10−6 cm2/s Diffusion coefficient of Pt ion in the membrane

Table 2. Parameters for Pt oxide formation.

Symbol Value Units Description

pH 0 Potential of hydrogen ions (protons)
ν?1 1× 104 Hz Forward Pt oxide formation rate constant
ν?2 2× 10−2 Hz Backward Pt oxide formation rate constant
Γ 2.2× 10−9 mol/cm2 Pt surface site density

β2 0.5 Butler–Volmer transfer coefficient for PtO
formation

n2 2 Electrons transferred during Pt oxide formation
Ufit 0.8 V Pt oxide formation bulk equilibrium voltage
λ 2× 104 J/mol Pt oxide dependent kinetic barrier constant
ω 5× 104 J/mol Pt oxide–oxide interaction energy

H2,fit 1.2× 104 J/mol Fit partial molar oxide formation activation
enthalpy

2.1. Governing Relations

For a given voltage V expressing the electric potential difference versus a reference
of 0 (V), three unknown variables of the degradation model are: platinum ion Pt2+ con-
centration c(t, x) > 0 (mol/cm3), Pt particle diameter d(t, x) > 0 (cm), and platinum
oxide PtO coverage ratio θ(t, x) ∈ (0, 1), which is dimensionless. The governing system of
reaction–diffusion equations is formulated in [16] as follows:

∂c
∂t
−
√

εDPt
∂2c
∂x2 = B3d2rdissol(c, d, θ, V) for t > 0, x ∈ (0, L), (3)

where the quantity B3 = πNPt/(2ε) (1/cm3) is denoted for short, and

∂d
∂t

= −Ω rdissol(c, d, θ, V) for t > 0, x ∈ (0, L), (4)

∂θ

∂t
+

2θ

d
∂d
∂t

=
1
Γ

roxide(θ, V) for t > 0, x ∈ (0, L). (5)

The partial differential equations are endowed with the initial conditions:

c = 0, d = dPt, θ = 0 as t = 0, x ∈ [0, L], (6)
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and the mixed Neumann–Dirichlet boundary conditions:

∂c
∂x

= 0 as t > 0, x = 0, c = 0 as t > 0, x = L. (7)

The conditions in (7) imply no-flux condition at the CL-GDL interface, and that the dis-
solved Pt2+ concentration goes to zero at the CL-PEM interface.

The reaction rates entering governing relations (3)–(5) are established in [14] based on
a modified Butler–Volmer equation for the Pt ion dissolution (1):

rdissol(c, d, θ, V) = B1(d, θ) exp{(1− β1)B4(d, θ)V} − cB2(d, θ) exp{−β1B4(d, θ)V} (8)

in units of mol/(cm2×s), and for the Pt oxide coverage (2):

roxide(θ, V) = Γ exp
{
− 1

RT
(H2,fit + λθ)

}(
ν?1
(
1− θ

2
)

exp
{
−n2F(1− β2)

RT
(
Ufit +

ωθ

n2F
)

+ (1− β2)
n2F
RT

V
}
− ν?2 10−2pH exp

{n2Fβ2

RT
(
Ufit +

ωθ

n2F
)
− β2

n2F
RT

V
})

. (9)

In (8) and (9), the auxiliary quantities stand for B1 in mol/(cm2×s):

B1(d, θ) = ν1Γ(1− θ) exp
{ 1

RT

(
−H1,fit − nF(1− β1)

(
Ueq −

4Ωγ0(θ)

nFd
))}

, (10)

for B2 in cm/s:

B2(d, θ) =
ν2Γ(1− θ)

cref
exp

{ 1
RT

(
−H1,fit + nFβ1

(
Ueq −

4Ωγ0(θ)

nFd
))}

, (11)

and for B4 in C/J:

B4(d, θ) =
F

RT
(
n− 4ΩΓn2θ

d
)
, (12)

using the expression of γ0 in J/cm2:

γ0(θ) = γ + ΓRT
(

θ ln
( ν?2

ν?1
10−2pH) + θ

2n2FUfit + ωθ

2RT
+ θ ln

( θ

2
)
+ (2 − θ) ln

(
1 − θ

2
))

. (13)

The parameter entering (3)–(13) are accounted in Tables 1 and 2.

2.2. Numerical Simulation

For our investigation, we chose voltage cycling conditions used in the accelerated
stress test (AST); see [17].

Each cycle is characterized by the period p. The reference voltage profile first accel-
erates during p = 10 (s) from the lower Vmin = 0.6 to the upper Vmax = 0.9 potential
level (V) with the slope α = 3× 10−2 (V/s), then switches to Vmin again; see the 5 cycles
illustrated in Figure 2b. We use the mathematical model (3)–(7) for computer simulations
of the catalyst degradation and the CL operation under the voltage cycling conditions. The
respective solution triples (c, d, θ)(t, x) during the 5 periodic cycles that are depicted versus
time t ∈ (0, 50) (s) across the catalyst thickness x ∈ (0, 1× 10−3) (cm) in Figure 3 in the
respective plots (a)–(c).

In Figure 3a, we observe the evolution of Pt ions distribution, which is low at the
interface with PEM and high when meeting GDL. The concentration is varied periodically
from 0 to around 2× 10−7 (mol/cm3). Figure 3b demonstrates the decrease in Pt particle
diameter through the catalyst length. The Pt particle diameter decreases faster at the
membrane surface at x = L than at the boundary with the gas diffusion layer at x = 0. The
periodic change in the coverage of Pt surface by platinum oxide during the voltage cycling
is depicted in Figure 3c. In every cycle, at the high voltage Vmax, the formation of PtO
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occurs, and at the low voltage Vmin, the reverse reaction proceeds such that the platinum
oxide is reduced to the platinum. As seen, there is not enough time for the reduction
reaction, such that the part of Pt surface is permanently covered by PtO, where the oxide
coverage is varied from 40 to 70% of Pt surface. The coverage of catalyst layer and the loss
of Pt mass in time will be investigated further in Section 3.
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Figure 2. The five voltage cycles with slopes: (a) α = 0.035. (b) α = 0.03. (c) α = 0.025 (V/s).

Figure 3. The solution: (a) Pt2+ concentration c. (b) Pt particle diameter d. (c) PtO coverage ratio θ.

For numerical solution of the nonlinear reaction–diffusion problem (3)–(7), we realize a
second-order implicit–explicit scheme from [15], which employs the standard fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method and the tridiagonal matrix algorithm. In the numerical tests, we set a
uniform mesh of the fixed time τ = 10−2 (s) and space h = L/10 (cm) steps. It is worth
noting that the size choice produced stable calculations reported further, wheres violating
a CFL condition between τ and h might lead to numerical instabilities. For instance, the
instability appeared for small Vmin < 0.6 and large Vmax > 1 in such a way that (c, d, θ)
became negative. In this case, decreasing the time step to, e.g., τ = 10−4 was helpful, but
essentially increased the computational complexity.

3. Results and Discussion

It is of special importance to investigate under which critical operating conditions the
full CL coverage (that is θ ≡ 1) occurs, thus causing blockage of the catalyst layer in the
considered model.

First, we apply the accelerated stress test (AST) with Vmin = 0.6 (V) and vary the
slope (the rate of potential change) with the ratio ten in the range of α ∈ [10−3, 103]
(V/s). In Figure 4 versus the slope α we plot: (a) a log–log graph of the critical time
tcr,cover in seconds, while (b) shows the semi-log plot of the corresponding critical voltage
Vcr,cover ∈ [0.9436, 1.3632] (V), when θ ≡ 1 is attained by computing the problem (3)–(7).
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Figure 4 demonstrates critical operating conditions when Pt surface is completely
covered by PtO; in this moment, the catalyst surface of Pt becomes inactive. For example, if
the potential growth is 0.1 V/s (that is the slope α), the complete coverage of Pt surface by
platinum oxide occurs in tcr,cover = 5 s. In this case, the critical value of the voltage Vcr,cover
attained is 1.05 V. If the potential increases with α =1.0 V/s, the whole coverage of the
catalyst surface by oxide is reached in tcr,cover = 0.5 s; it happens at the voltage Vcr,cover =
1.08 V. This consideration is helpful to argue the following numerical results with respect
to variation of upper and lower potential levels.
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Figure 4. The values: (a) critical time tcr,cover (s). (b) critical voltage Vcr,cover (V) for CL coverage
under AST test.

3.1. Pt Mass Loss

The electrochemical degradation of PEM can be measured by the following quantity
of relative Pt mass mPt ∈ (0, 1] (mass ratio) defined from the Pt diameter d in (4) by

mPt(t, x) =
4
3

π
(d(t, x)

2

)3
/VPt for t ≥ 0, x ∈ [0, L]. (14)

Indeed, starting from mPt ≡ 1 due to the initial condition (4) at t = 0, the decrease in the Pt
mass ratio in time would imply loss of Pt ions up to mPt ≡ 0 when the CL is blocked and
does not work anymore. Continuing the work of [15], we study the Pt mass loss under the
operating conditions with respect to cycling voltage profiles.

For this task, first we consider three triangle profiles conforming the AST test illus-
trated within five periodic cycles in Figure 2a–c. All profiles start from Vmin = 0.6 (V),
then accelerate during p = 10 (s) up to the upper potential level Vmax = 0.95, 0.9, 0.85 (V).
Respectively, the voltage slope varies as α ∈ {3.5, 3, 2.5} × 10−2 (V/s).

In Figure 5, the Pt mass mPt along the catalyst length x ∈ [0, L] is presented during
10 cycles in plots (a)–(c) corresponding to the three profiles. From Figure 5, we conclude
that decreasing the slope α weakens the Pt mass loss, thus the degradation.

Further, we use the mass ratio from (14) averaged over the catalyst length as

mPt(t) = mean
x∈[0,L]

(
mPt(t, x)

)
for t > 0, mPt(0) = 1. (15)

In Figure 6 we plot the platinum mass ratio computed by formula (15) versus the number
of cycles.
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Figure 5. The Pt mass ratio mPt for voltage slopes: (a) α = 0.035. (b) α = 0.03. (c) α = 0.025 (V/s).
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Figure 6. The averaged Pt mass ratio mPt for various slopes α versus: (a) 10 cycles. (b) 1000 cycles.

For comparison, the three curves of mPt corresponding to the voltage profiles from
Figure 2a–c are shown at two different scales. The 10 cycles during 1 min 40 s are depicted
at the fine scale in plot (a) and obey a waving behavior, whereas in plot (b), the three curves
of Pt mass continued for 1000 voltage cycles during 2 h 46 min 40 s at the coarse scale and
are close to straight lines.

It is worth noting that in the three profiles in Figure 2, not only the slope but also
the upper potential level is changed. Therefore, next we test numerically voltage cycling
for the fixed slope α = 0.03 (V/s) and three pairs of lower and upper potential levels
(Vmin, Vmax) = (0.6, 0.9), (0.65, 0.95), and (0.7, 1) (V), presented in Figure 7a–c.
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Figure 7. The five voltage cycles for fixed slope α = 0.03 (V/s), lower and upper potential levels: (a) (Vmin, Vmax) = (0.6, 0.9).
(b) (Vmin, Vmax) = (0.65, 0.95). (c) (Vmin, Vmax) = (0.7, 1) (V).
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The corresponding Pt mass averaged along the catalyst length is given by three
respective curves in Figure 8 at the two scales during 10 voltage cycles in plots (a), and
1000 cycles in plot (b).
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Figure 8. The Pt mass ratio mPt for voltage cycles from Figure 7 for: (a) 10 cycles. (b) 1000 cycles.

From Figure 8, we observe the decay of mPt in time (during cycles) starting at 1, which
is stronger at the larger upper potential level and weaker at the lower Vmax.

Finally, from these results, we derive a prognosis to the catalyst lifetime.

3.2. Lifetime Prognosis for CL

Based on the linear decay of Pt mass depicted in plots (b) of Figures 6 and 8, we
calculate the rate of the Pt mass loss during 1000 cycles and extrapolate it to the the CL
blockage when mPt becomes zero. The data filling Table 3 are presented in the descending
order with respect to the predicted number (#) of live cycles in CL (respectively, predicted
lifetime in hours). As seen from Table 3, the prognosis depends on the slope α (V/s) and
upper potential level Vmax (V) of voltage cycles. The catalyst durability is much longer
when the fuel cell is operating at the small potential difference.

Table 3. The loss of Pt mass ratio before mPt = 0 under various voltage cycles.

Vmin (V) Vmax (V) α (V/s) Rate of Pt
Mass Loss

Prognosis (#
Cycles) Lifetime (h)

0.6 0.85 0.025 0.999999 7.18527 × 106 19,959
0.6 0.9 0.03 0.993257 148,304 412
0.6 0.95 0.035 0.973704 38,028 106
0.65 0.95 0.03 0.963806 27,629 97
0.7 1 0.03 0.951494 20,616 57

4. Conclusions

Accelerated stress tests are developing to simulate the degradation phenomena during
polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells operation. A direct comparison to experiments is
hardly probable, since multiple organizations explore different voltage cycling protocols and
various operating conditions (T, pH, pressure, etc). Our theoretical results are consistent with
the experimental results reported in [17–20]. Stariha et al. [17] revealed that the Pt degradation
is primary influenced by the upper potential level and by the rate of potential change (the
slope). Marcu et al. [18] showed that an increase in the voltage upper limit in the triangle
voltage cycle leads to a significant reduction of the catalyst lifetime. In accordance with the
findings of Sugawara et al. [19], the Pt dissolution is accelerated when the upper potential
limit is greater than 0.8 V, which confirms our results in Table 3. Takei et al. [20] reported
that the Pt dissolution during the load cycles occurs particularly in the cathode CL near
the membrane side, as also shown in our simulation. For the suggested model of catalyst
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degradation in PEMFC due to Pt dissolution and oxidation, as well as diffusion of platinum
ions through ionomer of CL into the membrane, we report the following findings:

• The AST simulation shows that larger slope affects smaller critical time and larger
critical voltage when Pt surface of the catalyst layer is completely covered by PtO.

• The computer tests demonstrate that the higher the potential difference, as well as the
higher the upper potential level, the stronger the degradation phenomenon.

• Since the Pt mass loss is linear, its extrapolation from finite cycles to the full coverage,
when CL is blocked, gives a prognosis for the catalyst lifetime.
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